This multiplexer is a packet assembler/disassembler and provides an interface between asynchronous ASCII devices and equipment which supports the X.25 synchronous interface. It conforms toall applicable international standards, including X.25, X.3, X.28 and X.29. The unit can function asa terminal concentratorfor mainframes and minicomputers, which support the X.25 interface; to concentrate terminal traffic on single trunks to a data network; to connect terminals with speeds dissimilar to those of the host computer; to operate over a telephone line as a statistical time division multiplexer providing error free transmission when connected in pairs; to connect to Public Data Networks since it supports the X.121 addressing scheme; and as components for Private Data Networks. It has been designed to be compatible with the GTE Telenet and Tymnet networks in the U.S.A.; Datapac in Canada; PSS and IPSS This modular test set generates pseudorandom patterns of 2'-l, 2I5-l, 2f0-1, and zz3-l, up to 650 MHz, for sdmulating t h e system being tested, and measures the bit-by-bit errors on the received patterns. It includes automatic ranging ,and reference data selection and synchronization. A n optional IEEE-488 GPlB interface is available.
Circle No. 7 This fully integrated voice and data communications switching system features a telephone on a chip. It consists of the Digi-TouchTM electronic telephone, the video display attendant console, and the digital switch processor. The Digi-Touch telset contains a microprocessor for controlling telephone functions, a codec for digitizing voice signals, a memory, and other circuitry for sending and receiving signals. The basic telset has a keypad with 16 feature selections and a standard numeric pad giving access to many calling features. A low cost data option board with a standard RS232 connector for high speed data communication is available. Two pairs of wires carry all voice, data, and power signals to the switch. The attendant console is a desk top unit consisting of a control keyboard, attached headset, and video displayscreen.The digital switch is a multiprocessor based computer that controls all other system elements; it contains line and trunk interface boards that provide up to 930 user ports; redundant switching, signalling, controller, and power supply; and data interface cards with RS232C connectors, by which compatible computer devices are connected directly to the system. The system supports asynchronous and MARCH 1982 synchronous 
